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Letter finalised at 3pm Paris time September 12 - 16, 2016 

Highlights of the week  

● Markets : Another rocky week on the bond markets. The world’s major currencies stable amongst themselves.  Widening of  

credit spreads, especially among HY bonds; consolidation on the equity markets for more than a week. 

● Eurozone : The recovery did indeed spread to the job market in Q2. Industrial output shrank in July. 

● United States : Disappointing August retail sales and industrial output figures. 

● Emerging Economies (EMEs) : China’s August real economic activity data better than expected. 

Key focus  

International or not, the lack of clarity of central banks is partly behind the bond 
sell-off    
The recent rise in bond yields may remind the April-June 2015 bond sell-off. However, we think that the global picture is 

different.  First, the current macro trend is different from that time: the inflation and growth outlook had been improving during the first 

part of 2015. Eurozone GDP growth expectations had been rising in the first part of 2015. During this period, euro long-term inflation 

expectations (measured by the 5y5y inflation swap) steadily increased from 1.50% to 1.85%, driven among other factors also by a 

massive 50% rise in oil price (from $46p/b to a $68p/b peak reached in May 2015). In other words, optimism had been rising. In April 

2015, the ECB indicated that bond yields were approaching the lower bound and some market participants were thinking of a potential 

tapering of the ECB’s QE just one month after its start. Nowadays, the situation is different: the consensus is revising down and revis-

ing down GDP growth forecasts in developed countries and the long-term inflation expectations offer no signs of rebounding (especially 

in the Eurozone where the 5y5y inflation swap is as low as 1.30% ). One of the reasons behind the bond sell-off has probably been the 

lack of clarity of central banks.  

The communication of central bankers has been particularly unclear over 

the last few weeks.  First, the Fed: the current bond sell-off has been triggered by 

some rather hawkish comments from Eric Rosengren, the Boston Fed’s president, 

on Sep. 9.  But the substance of his May speech was broadly the same and Lael 

Brainard from the Board of Governors said three days later that the “asymmetry in 

risk management in today's new normal counsels prudence in the removal of 

policy accommodation.” Second, the BoJ: the Japanese central bank is due to 

announce on Sep. 21 the conclusions of a “comprehensive assessment” of the 

effects of the policies it implemented over the last 3 years. There has been a hot 

debate on the markets about the new measures it will adopt at this meeting: 

market analysts forecast very different types of measures. Third, the ECB: the 

Governing council did not decide to extend its QE beyond March 2017 but judged 

it necessary “to task the relevant committees to evaluate the options that ensure a 

smooth implementation of the purchase programme.” In the meantime, inflation is 

extremely low, long-term inflation expectations are slowly de-anchoring and the 

Governing council sees downside risks to its baseline scenario.  

Why are central banks so unclear ? We believe that central banks have, to 

some extent, reached their limits. Long-term bond yields are historically low. After 

a decade of ultra-accommodative monetary policy, the picture is contrasted:  

 The rebound in investment has remained disappointing: corporate incen-
tive to expand their production capacity is weak in a low demand envi-
ronment.  

 US Corporate  have shown a preference for share buybacks and M&A operations. As a result, there has been a sharp rise in 
the leverage of US companies.  

 The ultra-low-yield environment in the Eurozone has strongly contributed to weaken banks profitability.  

The ultra-loose monetary policy will not, in itself, to tackle the lack of private demand and against this backdrop, its actions to 

boost inflation is relatively limited. More than ever, one has to be very careful about the collateral damage created by these 

measures. This being said, despite their drawbacks and inadequacies, monetary policies will remain very accommodative for 

a while.  

Inflation swap forward 5y5y 
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The week at a glance  

 Other events 

European 
Union> 

A doubling of the Juncker Plan. In his annual “state of the union” address on 14 September, the European 

Commission President, Jean-Claude Juncker, confirmed that he would suggest that European governments 
extend until 2020 the investment plan “Junker Plan” aimed at boosting investment and double its amount to € 
630bn. 

 
The Juncker Plan, which uses EUR 21bn of European institution funds and guarantees to co-fund investments 
with the private sector, is currently slightly ahead of schedule and has already helped fund € 116bn in invest-
ments. Doubling it would show that Europe is not ignoring the need to restart investment, which is the missing link 
in the recovery. However, many criticisms have been made against the plan, including the relative proportions of 
public and private funding and the geographical breakdown of projects, which does not favor countries with the 
greatest needs. Ironically, recent figures show that the United Kingdom, which has voted to leave the European 
Union, is the top beneficiary of the Junker Plan.   

 Economic indicators 

Eurozone > 
The recovery did indeed spread to the job market in Q2. Industrial output shrank in July. The number of 

jobs rose by 0.4% in Q2 in the euro zone. Its Q1 increase was revised upward, from +0.3% to +0.4%. Jobs im-

proved in Q2 in all member-states (including +0.3% in Germany, +0.2% in France, +0.5% in Italy, and +0.5% in 

Spain). In July, however, industrial output for the euro zone as a whole fell by 1.1% (vs. -1% forecast), after a 

June increase revised upward to +0.8% (vs. +0.6% announced previously). 

 
The euro zone’s recovery is now well under way and should last, despite a challenging political environment and 

very little economic support from the rest of the world. The impact of Brexit uncertainty is still hard to ascertain, as 

highly volatile figures such as monthly industrial output (especially its summer figures) are not enough to produce 

a clear picture.  

United States > 
Disappointing August retail sales and industrial output figures. Retail sales dipped in August by 0.3%, vs. -

0.1% forecast, remembering that their July increase was revised slightly upward (to +0.1% from 0% announced 

previously). Most importantly, control group retail sales (which are representative of household consumption as 

measured in GDP) dipped by -0.1% (vs. +0.4% forecast) and the July figure was revised downward (-0.1% vs. 0% 

announced previously). August industrial output also disappointing, falling by -0.4% (vs. -0.2% forecast and after a 

July increase revised downward to +0.6% from -0.7% announced previously). 

 
Following up on ISM indices far below forecasts of previous weeks, these figures (although they are subject to 

later revision) do not point clearly to a sharp rally in the US economy in  Q3. 

China > 
China’s August real economic activity data came in better than expected. (1) China’s August Industrial 

Production yoy growth came in better than expected at 6.3% (vs. consensus at 6.2% and prior at 6.0%); (2) Chi-

na’s August Retail Sales yoy growth was better than expected at 10.6% (vs. consensus and prior at 10.2%); (3) 

China’s August  Fixed asset investment ytd yoy growth came in stronger than expected at 8.1% (vs. consensus 

7.9% and prior 8.1%). 

 
Among the August real economic activity data, there are several highlights: 1. The improvement in industrial 
production was led by cement production (+1% yoy), Pig Iron (+3.6% yoy), Crude Steel (+3%yoy), Finished Steel 
(+4%yoy) and Coke (+5%yoy), which is a broad based improvement. 2. August Property FAI yoy grew at +5.9% 
(vs. July +1.4%, a pick up from June). Moreover, FAI in highway has a significant pickup in August by +18.5% vs. 
+14.6% in July. What is significant is private investment goes back to positive growth of +2.3% from two months of 
contraction. We extend our China bottoming call into the end of 2017 as economic, social and political stability are 
utmost important in the election year of 2017.        

India > 
India’s August wholesale prices yoy (WPI), was weaker (i.e. better) than expected at 3.74% (vs. consensus 

4.00%, and prior 3.55%), extending its fifth month improvement with moderation by ending 18 consecutive months 

contraction trend, which is encouraging. And India’s August CPI yoy came better (i.e lower) than expected at  

5.05% (vs. consensus at 5.20%, and prior 6.07%), touching 5 months low. 

 
As for CPI, the moderation was mainly driven by lower food prices (5.9% yoy in August vs. 8.4% yoy in July). The 
decline in food prices is broad based in vegetables, pulses, milk, cereals, and sugar. According to Indian Meteoro-
logical Department (IMD), cumulative rainfall during the monsoon season continues to be below the normal level. 
We continue to hold our view that RBI’s inflation outlook has been lagging in a way inflation was behaving much 
weaker than RBI expected, and hence we believe RBI has to remain accommodative longer than market ex-
pected, and ease bigger than market expected. 
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 Financial markets 

Fixed-income 

 Another rocky week on the bond markets. Long-term bond yields rose early in the week before beginning to 

pull back on Wednesday. All in all, 30-year yields rose over the week in the main developed economies, in con-

trast to two–year yields, which declined. In the Eurozone, Spanish spreads narrowed while Italian spreads wid-

ened, albeit to a rather limited extent. The 10-year Portuguese spread widened sharply, to its year’s highs, at 347 

bp. 

 
As mentioned in the editorial, we do not expect the bond market sell-off to gather strength. We do not expect the 

Fed to raise its rates in September. Moreover, the Portuguese spread has deviated from Italian and Spanish 

spreads early this year, which coincides with weaker purchases of Portuguese bonds by the Eurosystem, as the 

issuer share limit for this country approached. For this reason, it is far from obvious that setting aside the capital 

key- rule can benefit Portuguese bonds. 

Foreign exchange 

 The world’s major currencies were stable amongst themselves. The EUR/USD rate stayed very close to 1.12 

and the USD/JPY ended the week at 102. The USD/MXN fell by 3.5% on the week, probably due to Donald 

Trump’s gains in the polls vs. Hillary Clinton, and hit a new historic low. 

 
The EUR/USD is likely to remain stable in the coming weeks. However, the yen is likely to weaken with the an-

nouncement of new measures by the Bank of Japan. In the run-up to US elections, a long Mexican peso position 

remains highly risky.  

Credit 

 Spreads were generally higher in the week, especially among HY bonds, on the back of the weaker per-

formance of equity markets and in line with the return of volatility implied in equity and bond markets. 

Last numbers published by the ECB have shown a step up in weekly purchases: the ECB’s CSPP holdings in-

creased by € 2.4 bn in the week ended by the 9th of September. As markets are back into full activity, after the 

summer lull, ECB turned to the second highest weekly volumes purchased since the program started. In the 

previous four weeks, purchases were lower, ranging between a low of € 1.1 bn and a high of € 1.6 bn:  17 new 

bonds were included in ECB portfolio and the total list has now reached almost 590 instruments, issued by 180 

companies. On the CBSP side, the Bank of England announced that purchases will start on 27 September, taking 

place in secondary market: furthermore, the BoE plans to provide data of its holdings on a monthly basis. 

 
Weaker risky assets, lower oil prices and uncertainties about central banks attitude on QE led to some profit 
taking and spread widening. However, the technical picture remains supportive to credit markets as the search for 
yield is still the major driving force especially in Eurozone and Japan, both facing the NIRP reality. The search for 
available yield is likely, as well, to support US corporates which in relative value terms are seeing their yield 
premium increasing vs Euro denominated corporates. 

Equity 

 Consolidation on the equity markets for more than a week. After a quiet summer, volatility suddenly returns. 

The Eurostoxx 50, Topix, and MSCI Emerging Markets lose about -4% off of their high points. The US market 

gives up about -3%. 

 
In the absence of any catalysts between the two earnings seasons, the markets have been taking knocks from the 
decisions or rumours around monetary policy, which are being used as a pretext for profit-taking. In this regard, 
the low rates are keeping investors nervous and justifying the high valuations on the equity markets (especially in 
the US). The debate over monetary policy will certainly continue to animate the markets in the months to come. In 
addition, it's interesting to note that this profit-taking, as is often the case, is marginally less pronounced in the US, 
although that market is the most expensive. 
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Key upcoming events  

 Economic indicators 

 Eurozone : Consumer confidence should improve slightly in September. US : Manufacturing PMI is expected to 

remain relatively stable in September. 

 

 Auctions 

 

 Key events 

 

Date Country Upcoming macroeconomic data Consensus Prior

19 September Poland Industrial production. YoY. August 5.3% -3.4%

Poland Retail sales. YoY. August 4.3% 2,0%

20 September Belgium Consumer confidence. September -4,0

21 September South Africa Core CPI. YoY. August 5.7% 5.7%

22 September Eurozone Consumer confidence. September -8.1 -8.5

23 September Mexico Retail sales. YoY. July 7.8% 9.4%

Poland Unemployment rate. August 8.5% 8.6%

Japan Manufacturing PMI. September 49.5

Eurozone Manufacturing PMI. September 51.5 51.7

Eurozone Services PMI. September 52.8 52.8

US Manufacturing PMI. September 52.3 52,0

Source : Bloomberg. Amundi Strategy

Date Country Auctions of European sovereign debt [maturity, amount (if available)]

19 September France Short-term, amounts not available on Friday

20 September Spain Short-term, amounts not available on Friday

21 September Germany 5 years, € 4 Bn

Source: Bloomberg, Amundi Strategy

Date Upcoming monetary policy committee meetings

21 September Federal Reserve (Fed)

20 Octobre European Central Bank (ECB)

Date Upcoming political events

October 2016* Italian Constitutional Referendum

November 2016 Presidential elections in the United States

November 2016 OPEC Summit - Vienna, Austria

Source: Amundi Strategy

* Estimated
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 Market snapshot 
 

 

Equity markets 16/09/2016 Over 1 week Over 1 month Ytd

S&P 500 2147 0.9% -1.4% 5.1%

Eurostoxx 50 2942 -3.6% -2.5% -10.0%

   CAC 40 4336 -3.5% -2.8% -6.5%

   Dax 30 10305 -2.5% -3.5% -4.1%

Nikkei 225 16519 -2.6% -0.5% -13.2%

MSCI Emerging Markets (close -1D) 889 -2.2% -2.9% 11.9%

Commodities - Volatility 16/09/2016 Over 1 week Over 1 month Ytd

Crude Oil (Brent, $/barrel) 46 -4.7% -7.1% 22.7%

Gold ($/ounce) 1311 -1.3% -2.6% 23.5%

VIX 17 -0.9 3.9 -1.7

FX markets 16/09/2016 Over 1 week Over 1 month Ytd

EUR/USD 1.12 -0.4% -0.8% 3.0%

USD/JPY 102 -0.6% 1.8% -15.3%

EUR/GBP 0.85 0.6% -1.5% 15.5%

EUR/CHF 1.09 -0.2% 0.8% 0.6%

Fixed Income markets 16/09/2016 Over 1 week Over 1 month Ytd

EONIA -0.35 -- -1 bp -22 bp

Euribor 3M -0.30 - -- -17 bp

Libor USD 3M 0.85 - +5 bp +24 bp

2Y yield (Germany) -0.65 -2 bp -4 bp -31 bp

10Y yield (Germany) 0.01 -- +4 bp -62 bp

2Y yield (US) 0.75 -4 bp - -30 bp

10Y yield (US) 1.68 +1 bp +11 bp -59 bp

Eurozone Sovereigns 10Y spreads vs 

Germany
16/09/2016 Over 1 week Over 1 month Ytd

France +30 bp +1 bp +8 bp -6 bp

Austria +19 bp - +2 bp -8 bp

Netherlands +11 bp - - -6 bp

Finland +12 bp -- -1 bp -17 bp

Belgium +23 bp - +2 bp -11 bp

Ireland +47 bp +1 bp +2 bp -6 bp

Portugal +347 bp +32 bp +60 bp +158 bp

Spain +107 bp -- +6 bp -7 bp

Italy +132 bp +9 bp +18 bp +36 bp

Credit markets 16/09/2016 Over 1 week Over 1 month Ytd

Itraxx Main +71 bp +3 bp +5 bp -6 bp

Itraxx Crossover +332 bp +16 bp +27 bp +17 bp

Itraxx Financials Senior +95 bp +7 bp +9 bp +18 bp

Source: Bloomberg, Amundi Strategy 3:00 pm Paris time
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